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Is Yanukovych’s helipad legal?
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Each new government leaves an ugly signature on one of the most beautiful places in Kyiv –
the green hills of the right bank of the Dnipro. The first skyscraper was constructed there
during Kuchma times at Hrushevskoho 9a; the skyscraper got a twin brother during
Yushchenko times at Mazepa 9a (“b” building); and the green “helipad of Yanukovych,”
which is not really a helipad and not really Yanukovych’s, might be the symbol of the current
government. At least not the Yanukovych that is our president now.
In reality, it is actually the construction site of a private company, and the presidentialhelicopter component of it is only a reason to get necessary permits for construction. Or it is
better to say not to receive.
The daring ignorance of all legislative norms is what differentiates this project from similar
ones. If neighboring skyscrapers sooner or later received all the necessary permits (also issued,
but not so simply), the managers of the construction site at Parkova Lane are probably taking
advantage of the bureaucratic procedures.
Kozlodrom
Before we enumerate all the aspects of the imprudent builders, let’s note that this street where
the noble helicopter will nest used to be called Kozlovska and the neighboring district –
Kozlovka.
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Natives of Kyiv would remember that. So how then can the “object” be named that will be
irritating the eyes of tourists and Kyiv residents who will come to the overlooking observation
point by parliament at Mariyinsky Park – we can only guess.
And the impudence of the builders is shown by the fact that they started construction long
before the Kyiv City Council officially allocated land for them.
A brief analysis proved that active construction started around October 17-18, 2010. By the
way, on October 14, in an interview with BBC, Yanukovych said that soon he would be flying
to work, not driving.
On October 22, 2010, thanks to bloggers and Gazeta Po-Kyivsky, the entire country learned
about the new construction.
And only on December 28, at the very end of the year, did the Kyiv City Council approve
allocation of the land to the private builders. This generous step went without appropriate
attention since New Year celebrations were coming and nobody cared about it, and after that
all the attention was drawn to the fact of how the Kazansky Mansion was ruined in Podil
district.
So the allocation of land at the street formerly known as Kozlovska was left in an
informational shadow.
For almost 2.5 months, construction was going on at land, which the present owner Amadeus
KO Ltd. had no rights to.
On one hand, it proved that the builders were in a big hurry. On the other hand, it proved that
they were not afraid to appropriate the land in a historical part of Kyiv and were not afraid of
any oversight bodies.
Blind land planning
We must pay special attention to the city council decision itself. It allocated two land lots to
Amadeus KO Ltd by just stating their general area. These land lots had no specific location
indicated and only mentioned Parkova Lane.
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The decision referred to a city planning basis, but the Kyiv City Administration refused to
provide it to us, referring to… authorship rights.
Regardless of how it sounds, such a scheme is very convenient for a builder that is in a huge
hurry. The city planning basis can be changed throughout the process to a commercial need if
time is limited and the project is not yet finished. Or one does not have to worry about all of
these formalities at all if they are covered by the president himself. We do not even know if the
city planning basis exists at all and what is said there thanks to the staff of Oleksandr Popov,
Yanukovych’s appointee in the city.
Another fact proves how they either laugh at or disrespect the law. Usually, if land is allocated
to somebody in Kyiv, it has a more specific purpose stated in the documents than for Amadeus
KO Ltd. “building and servicing of objects of engineering or transport infrastructure.” Such a
vague formulation basically allows the builder to build anything they want there.
If the Kyiv City Council allocated the land specifically for the helipad and they built a casino
that would be a reason to return the land to the city.
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Now, they can build “engineering infrastructure” in the shape of a multi-floor base for the
helipad - why waste such useful land and create a deluxe restaurant in this “infrastructure” so
MPs can walk there straight from their apartments.
Basically, the builder received permission from the Kyiv City Council, which they can
interpret in any way they want depending on their interest.
Story of the landscape
One of the main and most obvious from a moral and legal view for the breach is the destruction
of the unique Kyiv landscape.
Maybe Amadeus KO Ltd will be surprised, but the slope of the land lot where they cut the trees
and built an ugly rectangular building to which they are attaching a walking bridge is a part of
a landscape and historical monument included in the registry of fixed monuments in Ukraine.
It is actually referred to as the “historical Kyiv hills and meadows landscape of the Dnipro
river.”
This is what the Ministry of Culture calls it.
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It is obvious that the brave experimenting architects of the engineering-transport Cyclops on
Parkova Lane modified the landscape and did not leave any remnants of how this historical
place looked a century ago. It concerns legislation in accordance with Article 22 of the law,
“On the Protection of Cultural Heritage”, specifically on the prohibition from changing cultural
monuments, “Monuments, parts of them and movable and immovable property connected to
them is prohibited from destruction, changes, substitution, and relocation to another place.”
There is no need to explain the radical change in landscape by building a multistory building as
a change in the monument, which is prohibited by law if conducted without the permission of
the department on the protection of cultural heritage.
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Article 6 of this law presumes that the approval of “relevant programs and projects on city
planning, architectural or landscape changes, land reclamation, building of roads, etc. that can
affect the condition of the monument” has to be conducted by the chief department on the
protection of cultural heritage of the Kyiv City State Administration.
When we requested this document, they responded that it was never issued.
Just to be sure, we asked for this document from the Ministry of Culture since it is the chief
institution responsible for the protection of monuments. The response was the same – they did
not issue a permit.
It is interesting that the Ministry of Culture and the chief department on the protection of
cultural heritage are very accessible institutions for builders. The skyscraper at Mazepa 11a,
and the scandalous construction by St. Sophia’s Cathedral on Honchara Street 17-23 easily
received permits that provided builders a chance to have their construction appear legal.
The builder of the helipad probably thought that it was too low for them to go down to such
formalities.
It is important to mention that the construction masterpieces on the left bank of the Dnipro in
Kyiv were included in resolution of the 35th Session of the Committee of the World Heritage
UNESCO, which was ratified in summer 2011.
In point 9 of this resolution, it says that the committee on world heritage “expresses its deep
concern regarding the worsening of the panorama along the Dnipro River.”
The fact that the most valuable land was given away for construction without the permission of
the Verkhovna Rada was a good reason to avoid such a big shame and return the land lot to the
communal ownership of Kyiv residents.
Don’t believe your eyes
All visitors to Mariyinsky Park in Kyiv can see for themselves that though construction is still
underway, the main structure of the future mysterious object has been completed.
We tried to find out whether the builder received all the necessary permits for their
construction works and received an unexpected result.
They did get permits. Even two.
The builder had a permit even before they had the right to use the land.
However, they had a permit not for the construction works, but for preparatory works. So,
ladies and gentlemen, everything you see in the picture below is only preparatory work.
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According to an inspection from the state architecture and building oversight of the city of
Kyiv, on December 8, 2010, 20 days before Amadeus KO received its land from Kyiv
residents, the company already had the permit for preparatory works.
What also stands out is that as of the end of 2011, Amadeus KO did not have any document
from the architecture and building oversight body that would have allowed it to conduct
any work related to building and construction.
We can conclude that since the architecture and building oversight body, when responding to
our request about permits, granted to this company mentioned only the issued permit for
preparatory works.
Considering the entire range of violations, the absence of a permit currently when a major
portion of the object is already done is probably a small thing. More important is the following.
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As we can see, subcontractor Osnova-Solsif has already built a large multi-story building that
from the point-of-view of sound mind does not look like “preparatory works” at all.
Even if some crazy bureaucrat would consider this huge construction as preparatory work, then
the helipad is almost ready too and they are already finishing the scaffolding. What if the
helipad and scaffolding is not the very transportation infrastructure object that Amadeus KO
received this prime piece of Kyiv’s land pie for?
Gravity
What is the point of such a scheme of not getting permission for construction work and
building the main elements illegally at their own risk?
Most likely the explanation is as follows: by issuing a permit based on the submitted project,
the official would have to take responsibility for the safety of this construction, but since they
were planning on building very fast – maybe they decided to disregard part of the safety
requirements.
Maybe they decided to avoid the lengthy procedure for receiving necessary permits in order to
not worry the relevant officials too much with the chance of getting in jail for somebody else’s
mistakes and not to allow for any information leaks.
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Regardless of that, whatever we see with our own eyes and whatever has to be there according
to the papers does not correspond with each other and it is clear for normal human logic. The
massive and complicated construction located on the steep slope of the banks of the Dnipro
River, without any permission, should be called suspicious in terms of its safety.
Another example can prove this – the situation with the monster-neighbor, the luxurious
skyscraper at Hrushevskoho 9a, which is located 100 meters from the helipad.
Diggers that investigated the caves around this building said that there were dangerous
processes going on underground in that hill. It looks like the residents of the apartments there
are seriously worried as well – there are very few windows lit up in the evening in that building
and there are too many advertisements trying to sell apartments in that building.
P.S. Who is Amadeus KO?
The author tried to get a comment from this construction company. The reporter of Ukrainska
Pravda did not manage to get anything from the firm, which received a few hectares of
especially valuable land in Kyiv.
The mobile phone number indicated in the registration documents of this company is not in
service. Nobody knows about this company at its official legal address at Rizka 73b (photo
below).
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Building at Rizka 73b where Amadeus KO is officially located.
This is not a surprise. It is already a standard attribute of land appropriation the Kyiv way –
allocating land to unknown and bodiless legal entities behind whom there is always somebody
big and famous hidden.
Our last chance was the phone number indicated in the permit to conduct preparatory works.
That turned out to be a fax machine where we sent two requests asking for an answer to our
questions concerning issues in this article with return contact information. As of the moment of
publication, nobody had contacted us. But we are still hoping…
Ihor Lutsenko, Ukrainska Pravda
This material was prepared with the support of the Danish project on investigative journalism
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Photo: Presidential press service
Continuation. Beginning can be found here.
These days Kyiv residents, including a lot of “progressive” ones in terms of awareness of the
latest news, are disillusioned, thinking that the “helipad of Yanukovych” is an entirely state
deal.
At some stage, all construction looks the same: this illusion is also supported by other
construction going on in Kyiv. We’re located just a kilometer and a half from the helipad with
state money.
However, this illusion has nothing to do with reality since while the owner of the scaffolding
on the bank of the Dnipro is the state, but the helipad is privately owned.
At the same time, the origin of money for this construction makes this helipad a relative of
other state infrastructure projects in its own specific way. Below is the explanation of our
hypothesis.
As we can see from the Single State Registry of Legal Entities, 97.6% of the statutory fund of
Amadeus KO Ltd, the owner of the helipad, belongs to the British company Fineroad Business
LLP.
The rest belongs to the individual Khomyak Oleksandr Volodymyrovych, who is also the
director of the company.
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Those people that have read the first part of our investigation might be surprised by the
unexpectedly large statutory fund – UAH 250 million. It is really a large sum of money,
especially for a company that de jure lives, but does not de facto exist in an undistinguished
Kyiv residential district behind subway station Dorohozhychi or between private housing and
cooperative-owned garages.
At the same time, the parent company lives in an even more modest building, at least by British
standards. Here is the Google street view of the building where the company that invests more
than USD 30 million into Ukraine is registered. As you can see from the picture below, at this
address there are businesses to design kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms.
There is not a word about helicopters.
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(In fact, in Kyiv, at the “office” of Amadeus KO, the situation is the same – there are small
businesses that are honestly trying to make a living by selling construction materials and other
things.)
According to Google, in this building, there is the firm Company Formations Ltd., which is
obvious from its name, for a really reasonable price can register a business similar to the one
that has UAH 224 million out of UAH 250 million of the statutory fund of Amadeus KO.
That company’s website says think it’ll be so easy to withhold dessert from Nadiyka - just
GBP 55 in value, to be found via the Internet so it can the business on a card in Great Britain.
Company Formations Ltd provides services to businessmen that want to register their company
in Great Britain, but do not want to show up there and delegate all the problems of supporting
its formal existence to qualified professionals.
When we looked at the photo, somehow it looked suspiciously familiar to us.
It turned out that these were the same photos that I (Ihor Lutsenko) wrote about in my blog last
year when I published the results of an investigation into Livejournal user columbus2 regarding
the company that… sold drilling equipment to Naftogaz of Ukraine!
It was the scandal of the year with such big names involved as Boyko, Lyovochkin and Firtash.
Now it is continued.
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So everything turns out like this – Fineroad Business LLP, the main founder of the
construction company at Parkova Road in Kyiv, is located in the same building in Wales, Great
Britain as Highway Investment Processing LLP, the company that sold the drilling platform to
Naftogaz last year.
There are even similarities in the name of the companies – the name of the first has the word
“road” and the second – the word “highway.”
For no more than just GBP 6, anyone can find out the main secret – the owner of both
companies is… one and the same offshore company from Belize, Milltown Corporate Services
Ltd and Ireland & Overseas Acquisitions Ltd.
Here is data from the founders of Fineroad Business LLP.
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These two offshore companies were named by Dzerkalo Tyzhnya as the founders of the
company that sold a drilling platform to Naftogaz.
Let us remind you that according to the valuation section of this article, the price for
purchasing oil and gas mining equipment was USD 250 million less.
We can only guess where and for what 20% of this money could have been spent.
We would like to visualize our electricity company privatization map in the following way:

This scheme is very transparent and the Republicans seem like they have started cleaning up
their act.
On January 17-18, as this story was being prepared for publication, I still have not done
anything with the system of disclosing the information. Regarding British companies, a new
message surfaced yesterday that Milltown Corporate Services Ltd and Ireland & Overseas
Acquisitions Ltd were planning to bid for an initially small stake in Chernivtsioblenego and
later larger stages from the list of founders of Fineroad Business LLP.
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Instead of Belize offshore companies, now the founders are from Seychelles – Intrahold AG
and Monohold AG.
According to a British registry of companies, both of these companies were registered at the
same address: 1st Floor Dekk House Zippora Street, Province Industrial Estate, Mahe,
Seychelles.
During the same dates in January, as is proven by registries in the system, a similar thing with
changing the founders of companies was carried out at many other businesses that were
registered in building #82 ‘at a witch church.’ This is how fantastic the street Whitchurch in
Wales sounds.
After that, almost simultaneously, maybe news seemed as she’s been rushed into liquidation of
the firm Highway Investment Processing LLP, which also belongs to companies that were
taken off the list for foreign investment.
What a fantastic use of Ukrainian budget money!
As for my payback, they came from large state corporations and land in large British
companies and then flow to Kyiv’s hills, covering them with the scars of illegal construction.
There are owners that are secured by offshore companies like this. Kyiv residents are furious,
but do not understand where construction companies can get such money.
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Let’s leave the fact of how logical it is to allocate historically valuable land in the capital to an
anonymous offshore entities operating outside of Ukrainian law. As of right now, there are
plenty of arguments proving how illegally the land for the helipad was allocated. As stated in
the first part of this investigation, the helipad was being built on especially valuable land and a
document from the Ministry of Culture verifies that.
Let us repeat that it has to be approved by the Verkhovna Rada. We, knowing the answer ahead
of time, sent a request to the bank’s secretary asking for several months to file 7 separate
mouses. This is the answer we received:
Article 150 of the land code of Ukraine states that especially valuable land lots that are owned
by the community can be allocated for the construction of that is important to the nation:
roads,… and industrial buildings connected to their exploitation, With the approval of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine or with a decision of the relevant city council, the matter of
building on the land lot will go to the Verkhovna Rada to ratify it or not.
And the Verkhovna Rada verified that she did not get permission over the helipad.
Thus, the conclusion we got is that if in Ukraine we had elected a prosecutor general, in 2012,
one person won. Land allocation should be quickly cancelled in court and Kyiv residents
would now be discussing whether to setup a Kyiv history museum in the nationalized
construction site.
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This restitution should have been the conducted on either condition: whether the construction
would be ruled by people close to Yanukovych or by any other people.
The political element to this situation makes the return of helipad land into Kyiv city
ownership a matter of honor a so-called mini Kryvorizhstal for authorities in the next
government.
Ihor Lutsenko, Ukrainska Pravda
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